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Abstract

A reusable, elastomer-based energy storage/quick release system for MEMS has been
designed, built and tested. Microrubber bands have been fabricated from silicone using two
different methods, laser cut and molded, and assembled into silicon microstructures fabricated
in a two-mask silicon-on-insulator (SOI) process. Using silicon hooks and force gauges
designed in this process, these microrubber bands have been characterized as to their energy
storage potential and efficiency by stretching them with a probe tip. These tests showed
recovered energy efficiencies up to 92% at strains over 200% with a maximum stored energy
over 19 μJ. In addition, a fully integrated micromechanical energy storage system to both store
and release energy has been demonstrated using an electrostatic inchworm motor to stretch the
elastomer band and release it. Using the inchworm motor, an estimated 4.9 nJ of energy was
stored in the elastomer spring and quickly released.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The goal of this project is to build a reusable mechanical energy
storage system for eventual use in an autonomous jumping
microrobot. Like a flea, a millimeter-sized microrobot requires
a micromechanical energy storage system to store energy and
release it quickly to jump. Autonomous microrobots have the
potential for use in mobile sensor networks, search and rescue
and micro-construction tasks [1]. In addition to jumping
microrobots, the energy storage system demonstrated in this
paper could be used in any MEMS system requiring a large
release of energy in a short period of time [2–4].

Despite the utility of such a system and its prevalence in
biology and the macroworld, very few examples of mechanical
energy storage systems have been found in MEMS. Rogers
et al used comb drive actuators and a set of gears to store

4 All work carried out at the Berkeley Sensor and Actuator Center at UC
Berkeley.

energy in silicon springs [3]. A fuse was blown to release
energy in a single shot rendering the device inadequate for
reuse. Elastomer springs are ubiquitous for mechanical
energy storage at the macroscale and their material properties,
particularly low Young’s modulus and high strains, have made
elastomer an attractive material for use in MEMS systems
as well. In [5], polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) springs were
used to attach a proof mass to fixed capacitor plates in an
accelerometer. PDMS was also used to create flexural joints in
[6] to convert in-plane to out-of-plane motion. Both of these
applications integrated the elastomer with silicon by using
relatively complex fabrication processes. In [5], the silicone
used was a special PDMS patterned by UV light and [6]
required specialized bonding equipment and alignment with
previously fabricated silicon structures.

In this paper, a reusable micromechanical energy storage
system will be composed of a spring, a low power actuator
to store energy in the spring, and a clamping system to
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Figure 1. Silicon hook fabricated in an SOI wafer with microrubber
band attached.

Figure 2. Model of reusable micromechanical energy storage/quick
release system.

release the energy quickly (figure 2). Low input power to
the actuators will be important for the small, low power
devices that this system will enhance. Quick release of the
energy is also important to provide the mechanical power
amplification needed for a robot to jump. In an ideal world, the
system would require no mass or volume, be 100% efficient at
transferring stored strain energy to released energy, be simple
to fabricate with low power actuators and would perfectly
match the force/displacement characteristics of the low power
actuators chosen.

The following sections outline the design decisions
that led to choosing an assembled elastomer spring, along
with a process in which elastomer springs are fabricated
separately and later assembled into silicon microstructures.
This technique not only simplifies the fabrication process,
but also allows the use of elastomers not compatible with
previously demonstrated processes. The fabricated elastomers
are then characterized and demonstrated in a fully integrated
micromechanical energy storage/quick release system.

2. Design

A number of factors should be considered while designing and
fabricating a micromechanical energy storage system, and a
number of tradeoffs exist in the design space. The primary
application for this system is power amplification through
the quick release of energy, with the goal of reaching over
1 mW mg−1 in a jumping microrobot as seen in jumping
insects [7]. The spring in figure 2 will therefore require high

energy storage density, low loss during a quick release and a
fabrication process that can easily be integrated with power
efficient MEMS motors. This section examines different
spring materials to weigh the tradeoffs of spring energy density,
efficiency, fabrication and integration. For example, silicon
springs may be simple to fabricate and integrate with certain
MEMS actuators as shown in [3], but they will require a large
area and very high forces.

2.1. Energy density

One of the simplest ways to store mechanical strain energy is
through tension as done in rubber bands and tendons. The
maximum energy that can be stored in a beam of length
L and cross-sectional area A under tension is described by
Umax, where τ is the material yield strength, E is the Young’s
modulus and εmax is the maximum elastic strain supported by
the material
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The energy stored in a given mass is provided by the following
equation where ρ is the material density:
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Relevant material properties are given in table 1. Resilin
and locust apodeme (cuticle) are both materials used as springs
in insects. Resilin is a soft, rubbery material used in shear and
compression for very small insects like fleas, and cuticle is
a stiffer material used in bending modes in somewhat larger
insects like locusts. Silicon, polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS or
silicone), parylene, polyimide and polyurethane are provided
as examples of materials seen in microfabrication and range
from stiff and brittle silicon to soft and flexible PDMS. As
seen in this table, the practical strain limit of silicon reduces
its energy storage density to over two orders of magnitude
below polyurethane and an order of magnitude below PDMS.
Stiffer materials also have a number of tradeoffs including
the high force or high mechanical advantage required by the
actuators.

2.2. Spring efficiency

In an energy storage and rapid release system, spring efficiency
will ultimately relate the amount of energy released by the
system to the amount of potential energy originally stored in
the spring. The spring material will affect efficiency through
energy losses due to heat or other mechanisms that occur while
stretching the material.

All of the materials above experience some amount of
energy loss as they stretch. In polymers, the long, convoluted
molecular chains composing the polymers are straightened
when the material is stretched, losing some amount of energy
to friction and heat. In a material like silicon, very little
energy is lost due to the rigid crystalline nature of the material.
Polymers are somewhat more complex and energy loss can
be characterized by the dissipation factor, tan(δ) where δ is
the ratio between the complex modulus which determines
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Table 1. Possible spring material characteristics.

Energy/volume Energy/mass
Material E (GPa) τ (MPa) (mJ mm−3) (mJ mg−1)

Silicon [8] 190 500 0.66 0.28
PDMS [9, 5] 0.000 75 2.2 3.3 3.4
Parylene [10] 3.2 55 0.5 0.4
Polyimide [11] 3.3 64.3 0.6 0.4
Polyurethane [12] 0.0076 38 95 76

Resilin [7] 0.002 3 2.25 2.1
Locust apodeme [7] 20 600 9 7.5

Table 2. Fabrication complexity for spring materials and designs.

Materials

Silicon Easy
PDMS [6] Medium/difficult
Parylene [15] Medium
Polyimide [11] Medium/difficult
Polyurethane [16] Medium/difficult

viscosity and the real modulus which governs elasticity. A
higher dissipation factor indicates a more viscous material
more likely to lose energy when stretched [13]. For example,
polyurethane, which has a dissipation factor of 0.14–100 Hz,
will demonstrate a greater hysteresis than PDMS which has a
dissipation factor closer to 0.001 [12]. PDMS and materials
with a similarly low dissipation factor will remain a highly
efficient spring material and will allow most of the energy
stored in the spring to be delivered upon release.

2.3. Spring fabrication and integration

The practicality of the materials and spring designs discussed
thus far will depend heavily on fabrication capabilities, and
the difficulty in fabricating these springs will be primarily
governed by integration with the actuators. While it is not
simple to quantify these challenges, it is assumed that the
low power actuator used to store energy in the system will be
fabricated in a silicon MEMS-based process like the motors
in [14], and previous work is used to evaluate some measure
of compatibility with this process. Table 2 provides relative
measures of fabrication simplicity for the materials discussed
above.

Given that the actuators are fabricated in a silicon MEMS
process, silicon springs may in fact be the simplest to fabricate
with silicon motors as was seen in [3]. Recent work by
Suzuki and Tai has shown parylene springs integrated with
silicon parts for use in inertial sensors although this adds an
extra mask step to the fabrication process [15]. Mahadevon
used polyimide for springs to measure the work done by
microactuators in [11]. Currently, the most common polymer
used in MEMS is PDMS although it is generally used
with soft lithography to build microfluidic devices at large
scales. However, Tung and Kurabayashi used PDMS as a
spring material with silicon actuators, albeit with a relatively
complex fabrication process [6]. Finally, polyurethane has
been integrated with silicon MEMS to create artificial hair cell
sensors in [16].

Table 3. Spring sizes for different materials in tension.

Material Length (mm) Area (μm2)

Silicon 1900 20
Resilin 3.3 3300
Locust apodeme 170 17
PDMS 1.7 4500
Parylene 290 180
Polyimide 260 160
Polyurethane 1 260

Fabrication, however, may be simplified in a number of
ways. The post-process assembly of simple silicon parts in a
one-mask process was recently demonstrated by Last in [17]
and similar ideas may be translated to the fabrication of an
energy storage system. Materials like PDMS which have not
been fabricated with silicon structures in the past may instead
be assembled post-process which removes the need for more
complex bonding and alignment steps in the clean room. For
a spring in tension, this may be as simple as assembling a very
tiny rubber band.

Not only does the energy storage system need to be
attached to the motors, it should also match the characteristics
of those motors. The material properties listed in table 1
provide data to calculate the forces and displacements that the
material can support if designed as a beam placed in tension.
Table 3 lists the dimensions required for a beam in tension
to support the force/displacement characteristics reasonable
for the actuators in [14] (10 mN and 5 mm, respectively).
While the stiffer materials would generally be used in bending
instead of tension, this table provides a rough idea of the
compatibility of these spring materials with the actuators. For
example, a PDMS spring requires a length of 1.7 mm and a
cross-sectional area of 45 × 100 μm2 to support these forces
and displacements, and a spring with these dimensions would
be straightforward to fabricate and fit into a millimeter-sized
microsystem. On the other hand, a silicon spring would require
a length of 1.9 m and a cross-sectional area of 4 × 5 μm2—a
significantly greater challenge for fabrication and integration
into a system of this size.

In the end, it was determined that a linear elastomer spring
offered the greatest number of benefits and least number of
drawbacks in fabricating a reusable micromechanical energy
storage system. PDMS is small, lightweight, efficient
and matches the actuators described in [14] very well.
The fabrication drawback of integrating PDMS with silicon
actuators will be solved by using a post-process assembly
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technique described in the following section. One of the
simplest examples of a linear elastomer spring is the rubber
band. The following few sections will discuss the fabrication
and characterization of microrubber bands for a reusable
micromechanical energy storage system.

3. Fabrication

In order to simplify the fabrication process for this elastomer-
based micromechanical energy storage system, two separate
processes are used and the final structures are assembled
together. A simple two-mask silicon process is used to build
high force motors, attachment hooks and test structures to
characterize the elastomers. To fabricate the microrubber
bands, both a laser cutting method and molding process are
demonstrated and compared.

3.1. Silicon fabrication

The primary goals of the silicon fabrication process are to build
actuators capable of storing energy in the microrubber bands
and build attachment points for connecting the elastomer to
those actuators. The actuators must be capable of high forces
combined with large displacements to store large amounts of
energy while consuming low power. Finally, attachment to
those actuators must be provided so that microrubber bands
may be assembled without difficulty.

For the actuators, electrostatic inchworm motors [14]
were chosen due to their compatibility with the requirements
listed above. Inchworm motors use gap closing actuators
(GCAs) and accumulate the resulting displacements to create
the possibility of unlimited travel. While inchworm motors
may be fabricated in a single mask silicon-on-insulator (SOI)
process, the attachment points for assembling the microrubber
bands into the inchworm motors require a backside etch to
leave room for the rubber bands to extend through the wafer.
Hooks (figure 1) were chosen as attachment points and are
fabricated in the top layer of an SOI wafer.

The final result is a simple two-mask process that etches
both sides of an SOI wafer (figure 3). The process starts on a
4 inch SOI wafer with a 20 μm structure layer (frontside),
2 μm buried oxide (BOX) and 300 μm substrate (backside).
The front is patterned first and etched using a surface
technology systems (STS) advanced silicon etch. The exposed
buried oxide is removed using an RIE oxide etcher and the front
is protected by depositing 0.6 μm of low temperature oxide
(LTO). The backside is aligned and patterned using a Karl
Suss contact printer with backside alignment. Another STS
advanced silicon etch is used to etch through the backside,
terminating on the BOX layer or LTO deposited earlier.
Finally, the structures are released using a timed 49% HF
wet etch and a critical point dry.

3.2. Elastomer fabrication

Two different processes are used to fabricate the elastomer
springs and are distinguished by the method in which the
elastomer is patterned. The first method cuts the elastomer
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Figure 3. A two-mask SOI process with front and back etches to
build motors and hooks.

using a laser and the second uses a silicon mold to define
the spring shape. Both of these methods currently use Dow
Corning Sylgard R© 186 silicone for the elastomer. Sylgard R©

186 was chosen due to its high tear strength and high strains
previously characterized in [18]. However, Sylgard R© 186
also has a relatively high viscosity of 65 000 cps making it
difficult to work with. To thin the Sylgard R© 186, it is mixed
with Dow Corning 200 R© Fluid (50 cst) at a ratio of 10:1 by
weight. In addition, before using in either fabrication method,
the mixture is placed in vacuum at approximately 1 torr for
30 min to reduce the number of bubbles and produce a higher
quality cured silicone.

3.2.1. Laser cutting. The first method, laser cutting, does
not require the use of a clean room and provides a fast
turnaround time. Thinned Sylgard R© 186 is spun onto a
silicon wafer to a thickness of approximately 50 μm by slowly
ramping the spinner speed to 3500 rpm and holding it there
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Figure 4. Process for laser cutting microrubber bands.

for 60 s. After curing the silicone at 100 ◦C for 45 min, a
VersaLaser R© IR commercial laser cutting tool is used to cut
the elastomer into given patterns. Patterns are designed as a
SolidWorks R© drawing and are printed onto the silicone using
the VersaLaser R© print driver where power, pulses per inch
(PPI) and speed are all definable options. The best settings
found thus far for cutting Sylgard R© 186 are power = 0.1%,
PPI = 750 and speed = 0.2%. Percentages are defined relative
to unknown maximum values internal to the VersaLaserTM.
The process flow is shown in figure 4.

While the laser cutting process is quick and easy, it is not
perfect. The cuts provided by the laser result in jagged edges,
and the positional resolution is on the edge of ‘good enough’
to cut out 75 μm wide rubber bands (figure 5). In fact yield
is generally only 10–20% due to errant cuts that slice through
the rubber band. In addition, patterning anything other than
bands can be difficult with the VersaLaser R© due to these same
errant cuts.

3.2.2. Molding. Molding provides higher quality rubber
bands, higher yield and more flexibility in spring design.
In this method (figure 6), silicon molds are fabricated by
patterning and etching a silicon wafer using the STS advanced
silicon etch. The molds are then passivated, using a process

On Wafer
131 m

Removed
from Wafer

Laser 
100 m

88 m

77 m

66 m 104 m

Cuts

RubberRubber
Band

Figure 5. Laser cut microrubber bands. At left, the laser cuts can be seen while the microrubber band is still on the wafer and at right, the
microrubber band has been removed from the wafer.

Si Wafer 500 m

Si Wafer 500 m

Trench 30 m +
C4F8 Passivation

Si Wafer 500 m

Sylgard® 18630  m

Figure 6. Process for molding microrubber bands.

Figure 7. Molded microrubber bands. These show significantly
cleaner edges and may be fabricated into new shapes such as the
barbell at right.

similar to that demonstrated in [19]. However, in this process,
C4F8 gas is used at 600 W for 3 min to passivate the mold.
Thinned and vacuumed Sylgard R© 186 silicone is then poured
into the mold and placed into the vacuum for an additional
30 min. Finally, the excess silicone is scraped off with a razor
blade and the silicone remaining in the trenches is cured at
100 ◦C for 45 min. After curing, it is possible to simply
remove the rubber with tweezers (figure 7). Three different
thicknesses were fabricated: 20 μm, 30 μm and 40 μm.

3.3. Assembly

After both silicon microstructures and microrubber bands have
been fabricated, fine point tweezers are used to assemble
rubber bands onto silicon hooks under a stereo inspection
microscope (figure 1). Post-process assembly supports the use
of polymers not compatible with processing steps, and without
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Figure 8. Force gauge test structure for characterizing microrubber bands.

the need for complex bonding and alignment in a clean room.
Since at least one of the hooks is generally connected to a
moving part, it is critical to assembly success that the moving
part be tethered during assembly. These tethers need to be
strong enough to resist forces encountered during assembly
from tweezers or silicone, yet simple to break after assembly
was completed. A tether design similar to that shown in
[17] was used and found to be suitable for this application.
Assembly yield has been approximately 80% with failures
usually resulting from sudden hand movements, although this
number has improved substantially with practice.

4. Elastomer characterization

Once fabricated and assembled, the microrubber bands were
characterized on their utility for energy storage and release.
A force gauge was fabricated in the SOI process to measure
the force–distance curves and energy storage efficiency of the
silicone microrubber bands (figure 8). This force gauge was
designed to withstand forces greater than 10 mN and measure
the applied force with a resolution of 200 μN. The fabricated
microrubber bands were assembled onto the force gauge pre-
strained to insure they were taut and could not slip off the
hooks. After breaking the tether holding the force gauge in
place, a probe tip was used to pull the force gauge and rubber
band while force and distance measurements were recorded.
Data were collected for both the laser cut rubber bands and
molded rubber bands.

Laser cut rubber bands approximately 75 μm wide,
50 μm thick and 1.1 mm in diameter were assembled with an
approximate pre-strain of 16% and tested first. Results from
two of the trials for laser cut microrubber bands are shown in
figure 9. In trial 1, the elastomer band was stretched 165% to
store 7.2 μJ of energy and 81% of that energy was recovered
upon slowly releasing the spring. In trial 2, the elastomer
band was stretched 183% and stored 8.2 μJ of energy with an

efficiency of 85%. Other trials showed up to 11 μJ stored and
93% recovered energy efficiency.

The same experiment was performed with molded rubber
bands of approximately the same size 100 μm wide, 30 μm
thick and 1.2 mm in diameter. These rubber bands were
measured to have a pre-strain of approximately 11% and results
from two trials are shown in figure 10. In trial 1, the molded
microrubber band was stretched 200% to store 10.4 μJ of
energy and 92% of that energy was recovered upon slowly
releasing the spring. In trial 2, the rubber band was stretched
to over 220% strain. In this trial, 19.4 μJ of energy was stored
and 16.5 μJ was released for an efficiency of 85%.

The four trials outlined above resulted in calculated
spring constants that differ substantially. Both of the spring
constants using the laser cut rubber bands were approximately
2.1 N m−1. However, for the molded rubber bands, the
calculated spring constant for the first trial was 1.6 N m−1

while the second trial was calculated at 2.5 N m−1 even
though both rubber bands were fabricated in the same mold.
It is assumed that the microrubber band fabricated in trial
1 was damaged when removed from the mold resulting in
the significantly lower spring constant. The same assumption
holds true for the laser cut rubber bands, which were obviously
damaged by the laser. Therefore, an approximate Young’s
modulus for Sylgard R© 186 may be calculated from the fourth
trial using the equation

E = k

2
· L

A
, (3)

where k is the calculated spring constant (2.5 N m−1), L is
the length of the microrubber band (1.8 mm) and A is the
cross-sectional area of the band (3000 μm2). This calculation
results in Young’s modulus of 750 kPa which is very similar
to the 700 kPa calculated in [18].
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Figure 9. Force–distance curves for laser cut Sylgard R© 186.

Figure 10. Force–distance curves for molded Sylgard R© 186.
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Figure 11. Histograms of elongation at break tests. The laser cut microrubber bands break at a significantly lower strain than the molded
microrubber bands.

4.1. Elongation at break

In addition to measuring recovered energy efficiency and
Young’s modulus of the microrubber bands, it is also important
to know when they break. The failure strain of these bands was
measured by stretching the rubber bands with tweezers until
they snapped (figure 11). For the laser cut silicone, a mean
failure strain was measured at approximately 250% over 30
trials with a standard deviation of 60%. The molded silicone
fared significantly better with a mean failure strain of 350%
over 30 trials and a standard deviation of 60%. The similar
standard deviation in the molded rubber bands is probably due
to the current method of removing the rubber bands from the
mold with tweezers, which slightly damages them. However,
they still demonstrate significantly higher performance than
the rubber bands that were laser cut.

4.2. Micro rubber band longevity

In order to measure the effect that time had on the durability of
the rubber bands, an elongation-at-break test was performed
at regular time intervals. Tests were done on 20 laser cut
microrubber bands at 0 weeks (directly after laser cutting),
2 weeks and 4 weeks. This test was done on rubber
bands made of Sylgard R© 186 of three different drawn widths
(200 μm, 300 μm, 400 μm ). During the first 2 weeks there
was a noticeable decrease in the length of elongation before
break. The 300 μm wide bands decreased by 10%. However,
in the 2 weeks after that, the data stayed roughly the same
with average fluctuations +/− 2%. This data can be seen in
figure 12.

Figure 12. Elongation at break over time. After the first 2 weeks,
the elongation at break mean stayed within 2% of the previous
weeks value.

4.3. Quick release

To explore the effects of quickly releasing the stored energy
as will be required in a high power application like jumping
microrobots, a test structure was designed to shoot a projectile
across a surface (figure 13). This test structure consists of a
microrubber band attached to the body of the test structure
on one side and a leg connected to a force gauge on the
other end. In addition, electrostatic GCA clamps are used
to hold the leg in place before release. These clamps are
designed to be normally closed so that the clamps open by
actuating away from the leg. The advantage of this method
over electrostatically closing normally open clamps is twofold.

8
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Figure 13. Quick release test structure with elastomer connected to
leg which can be held before release with electrostatic clamps.

Figure 14. Quick release test structure shooting a surface mount
capacitor. The top shows the frame captured directly before
releasing the clamps and the bottom shows the frame directly
afterwards. The camera captured the video at 15 fps.

Because the flexure force is linear with respect to displacement,
the leg self-centers and equal force is provided on both sides
of the leg. In addition, the test structure may also be moved
and re-oriented while the clamps are held closed.

For testing, the test structure was held with double stick
tape on a glass slide under a probe station and the leg was pulled
back with a probe and clamped. A 0402-sized capacitor with a
mass of approximately 0.6 mg was then maneuvered in front of
the leg (figure 14). Finally, the clamps were actuated to release
the leg. While the total energy released is not quantified here,
video showed that the leg released its energy in less than a

Figure 15. Electrostatic inchworm motor pulling a microrubber
band. The top frame shows the pre-loaded microrubber band and
the bottom frame shows the inchworm motor after pulling the
microrubber band 30 μm to store 4.9 nJ.

single video frame (66 ms) and the leg propelled the resistor
1.5 cm along the glass slide. The primary failure mechanism
was the leg popping out of plane as seen in the bottom half
of figure 14. In the future, assembled staples over the leg
as demonstrated in [9] should be able to fix this problem by
preventing the leg from moving vertically out of plane.

5. Integrated system results

Finally, a fully integrated micromechanical energy storage
system was designed and tested by adding an actuator to load
the microrubber band before releasing it. A laser cut silicone
microrubber band was assembled pre-strained into a small
electrostatic inchworm motor. In this case, the inchworm
motor provides yet another advantage by using the clutch
actuators as clamps to quickly release the shuttle connected
to the rubber band (figure 15). For this test, the inchworm
motor was actuated with an off-board controller at 90 V for
approximately 225 μN of force and displaced 30 μm, at which
point the motor’s gear teeth began to slip.

To calculate the energy stored by the inchworm motor, it
was first necessary to determine the amount of energy stored
while assembling the microrubber band. A load force of
100 μN from pre-straining was estimated by assembling
a similarly fabricated microrubber band into a force gauge

9
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elsewhere on the chip. Pre-loading shifts the force–distance
curve above the origin. For this test, approximately 3 nJ was
stored due to pre-loading during assembly.

The energy stored by the inchworm motor was calculated
by assuming that the maximum force of 225 μN was used
towards loading the microrubber band. Therefore, it was
estimated that the inchworm stored an additional 1.9 nJ of
energy before slipping for a total of 4.9 nJ stored and quickly
released. It is important to note that the motor and clamping
mechanism make this system reusable so that energy can be
stored, quickly released, stored again, and so on. Inchworm
motors designed more aggressively for larger forces and
displacements will push this stored energy significantly higher
to the micro-Joule range.

6. Conclusions and future work

This paper has presented the design of a reusable
micromechanical energy storage/quick release system as
well as a process with flexibility in integrating elastomer
materials as springs into silicon microstructures. Two separate
methods for fabricating elastomer springs were presented,
both of which have advantages. Laser cutting silicone is a
quick, fab-less way of creating springs but suffers from poor
yield and lower quality microrubber bands with less design
flexibility. Molding allows substantially greater flexibility in
spring design and produces high quality microrubber bands,
but requires a clean room and extra time for fabricating the
mold. While only Sylgard R© 186 has been characterized thus
far, testing new types of elastomers including other silicones
and latex offers excellent opportunities for future work.

A fully integrated micromechanical energy storage system
that stored and quickly released 4.9 nJ was also demonstrated.
While almost 20 μJ was stored in the microrubber band
using a probe tip during characterization, the next step toward
building an autonomous jumping microrobot will be designing
an actuator that can do the same. Assuming a 10 mg
mass similar to the autonomous microrobot designed in [1],
20 μJ would result in a jumping height of 20 cm. Finally, a
more precise characterization of the efficiency resulting from
quickly releasing the stored energy as shown in the projectile
test will be important for the final goal of an autonomous
jumping microrobot.
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